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Clusters as a multifaceted 
cosmological probe

• nature of dark matter
   proof of existence, cold/warm, self-interaction, 
   annihilation/decay signals, ....

• gravity theory
   GR or modified gravity?

• cosmological parameters
   σ8, Ωm, dark energy, primordial NG, ...



Cluster of galaxies in optical

Coma cluster (Dean Rowe)

(from SDSS)

• tight color-magnitude relation for member galaxies
   (red-sequence) → find clusters & derive photo-z’s



Optical cluster finder: CAMIRA
• “red-sequence” cluster finder with arbitrary
   set of filters

• fit all photometric galaxies with SPS model 
   (BC03) to derive likelihood of being cluster 
   members as a function of redshift

• construct a 3D richness map to find clusters 
   as peaks in the map 



CAMIRA SDSS DR8 catalogue
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Figure 11. Comparison between photometric cluster redshifts
zcl (see Section 2.5) and spectroscopic redshifts of clusters from
various external catalogues. See Section 4.1 for descriptions of
individual external catalogues.

4.3 Comparison with X-ray properties

The comparison between richness and X-ray properties such
as X-ray luminosity (LX) and temperature (TX) is useful
because these X-ray properties are thought to correlate bet-
ter with cluster masses than optical richness. This suggests
that the tightness of the mass-richness relation can be in-
ferred from the scaling relation between richness and X-ray
properties. For instance Rykoff et al. (2012) has used this
approach to refine their richness estimates. Here we com-
pare our richness estimates with eternal X-ray cluster cata-
logues described above in a manner similar to Rozo & Rykoff
(2014).

Figure 12 compares corrected richness N̂cor and X-ray
luminosities LX for MCXC clusters. The plot shows clear
positive correlation between N̂cor and LX . We fit the relation
assuming a linear relation in logarithmic space,
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using the least square method. We find the best-fit slope
aL = 1.58±0.09 and normalization bL = 0.32±0.02. The 1σ
scatter in logLX is 0.35 without any outlier rejections. Fig-
ure 12 indicates that residuals of the fitting show no strong
correlation with cluster redshift.

Figure 13 shows a similar comparison for X-ray temper-
ature TX for XCS and ACCEPT clusters. Again, TX corre-
lates well with richness N̂cor. Assuming the scaling relation
of the form
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we find the best-fit slope aT = 0.76±0.06 and normalization
bT = 0.70± 0.01 with 1σ scatter 0.13. Again residuals show
no strong trend with cluster redshift.

As discussed in Rozo & Rykoff (2014), there is a sys-
tematic offset between X-ray temperatures of XCS and AC-
CEPT clusters. This is also evident from Figure 13, which
indicates that ACCEPT clusters appear to have larger X-ray

Figure 12. Comparison between corrected richness N̂cor and X-
ray luminosities LX for MCXC clusters. The solid and dashed
lines show the best-fit LX -N̂cor relation and 1σ scatter, respec-
tively. The lower panel shows the residual of fitting as a function
of cluster redshift zcl.

temperatures for a given richness. We fit each cluster sample
to equation (28), and find aT = 0.61±0.13, bT = 0.62±0.03,
and the scatter of 0.14 for XCS clusters, and aT = 0.51±0.07
and bT = 0.76 ± 0.01, and the scatter of 0.10 for ACCEPT
clusters. Our result indicates ≈ 40% systematic offset of X-
ray temperatures, which is consistent with Rozo & Rykoff
(2014). Rozo & Rykoff (2014) argued that the temperature
offset can be ascribed to differences of X-ray temperature
definitions between ACCEPT and XCS clusters, and there-
fore is not problematic.

In comparison with results presented in Rozo & Rykoff
(2014), we find that the CAMIRA cluster catalogue and rich-
ness estimate are comparable to the redMaPPer cluster cata-
logue in terms of the tightness of cluster richness with X-ray
properties. The scatter in the scaling relations translates into
the scatter of the mass-richness relation of σlnM ∼ 0.3− 0.4
(i.e., scatter of ∼ 0.15 for logM). While the slight increase
of the comoving number density at higher redshift (see Fig-
ure 10) implies enhanced scatter of the mass-richness rela-
tion at z ! 0.35, it is not very clear in this analysis using
X-ray. In fact the scatter may be affected by the incomplete-
ness of X-ray catalogues we use for the comparisons. X-ray
data are available only for massive clusters, which is partic-
ularly true for high-redshift clusters, and hence less X-ray
luminous clusters are not included in deriving the scaling re-
lation. This Malmquist bias can lead to an underestimation
of scatters as well as systematic shifts of mean relations.
Therefore more careful comparisons with X-ray properties
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Figure 13. Similar to Figure 12, but the comparison between cor-
rected richness N̂cor and X-ray temperatures TX is presented for
XCS and ACCEPT cluster catalogues. In the plot clusters from
XCS (filled circles) and ACCEPT (open triangles) are shown with
different symbols. Lines are our fitting result for the combination
of both the XCS and ACCEPT samples.

should take account of the sample incompleteness, which we
leave for future work.

For a further test, we also conduct the “X-ray mass
scatter” analysis presented in Rozo & Rykoff (2014). This
is done by scrambling the richness values for the matched
cluster catalogue, re-fit the richness temperature relation,
and derive the scatter for this shuffled catalogues. We create
1000 realizations of the shuffled cluster catalogues for both
XCS and ACCEPT clusters. We find average scatters of 0.17
and 0.13 for XCS and ACCEPT clusters, respectively, which
should be compared with 0.14 and 0.10 for unshuffled XCS
and ACCEPT clusters, respectively. Therefore the scatter
is indeed reduced relative to the shuffled richness catalogue.
For all the shuffled cluster samples, their scatters are larger
than those of the unshuffled cluster samples, which indicate
that the reduction of the scatter is more than 3σ significant.
This is again comparable to the performance of redMaPPer
(see Rozo & Rykoff 2014).

4.4 Completeness

Here we conduct a simple completeness estimate using the
external X-ray catalogues, following the procedure given in
Rozo & Rykoff (2014). First we need to know whether any
given X-ray clusters fall within the footprint of the CAMIRA
SDSS DR8 catalogue. We adopt an approximated approach
that X-ray clusters that fall within 40′ of any clusters in

Figure 14. Completeness as a function of X-ray temperature
(dashed) or luminosity (solid) threshold, for matched cluster sam-
ple at 0.1 < z < 0.5. In order to compare the result with that
presented in Rozo & Rykoff (2014), here we use an approximate
treatment to determine which X-ray clusters fall within the opti-
cal mask, which leads to an underestimate of the completeness.

the CAMIRA SDSS DR8 catalogue are within the foot-
print. Note that this procedure tends to underestimate the
completeness, but this allows us to compare our result with
that presented in Rozo & Rykoff (2014). Then we derive the
completeness as a function of X-ray luminosity and tem-
perature thresholds. We use clusters in the redshift range
0.1 < z < 0.5, the same range adopted in Rozo & Rykoff
(2014).

Figure 14 show the completeness from cross-matching
with XCS, ACCEPT, and MCXC clusters. We find that the
completeness is quite high, > 0.9 for X-ray luminous and
high temperature clusters. The high completeness is indeed
comparable to redMaPPer result (see Rozo & Rykoff 2014).
The completeness is less than unity at the high TX and
LX end, due to the approximate treatment to determine
which X-ray clusters fall within the optical mask as men-
tioned above (see also Figure 9 of Rozo & Rykoff 2014).

In this analysis we did not explicitly match the comov-
ing volume density. At low redshifts, z ! 0.35, the comoving
number densities of CAMIRA and redMaPPer cluster cat-
alogues are similar, but at higher redshifts the CAMIRA
cluster catalogue has much higher number density of clus-
ters than redMaPPer. However, we note that even if we re-
strict the redshift range to 0.1 < z < 0.3 the completeness
is similar to that plotted in Figure 14.

4.5 Offsets between optical and X-ray cluster

centres

Finding cluster centres is one of the most important chal-
lenges in optical cluster finding algorithms. As X-ray emis-
sions trace the gravitational potential of galaxy clusters,
comparisons of centres of optically selected clusters with X-
ray centres of same clusters provide a useful means of test-
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redshift

TX-richness

• applied this method to SDSS
   DR8 data  

• 0.1<z<0.6, N>20, ~70,000 
   clusters from ~10,000 deg2

   (catalog publicly available)

• performance comparable to
   redMaPPer



Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC)
PI: Satoshi Miyazaki (NAOJ)
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•  The HSC fields are selected based on …!
–  Synergy with other data sets: SDSS/BOSS, The Atacama 

Cosmology Telescope CMB survey (from Chile), X-ray (XMM-
LSS), spectroscopic data sets!

–  Spread in RA!

–  Low dust extinction!

 �

• new wide-field (1.7 deg2) camera at Subaru telescope

• 3-layer survey (2014-2019?) see also Masayuki Tanaka’s talk

    − Wide           (1400 deg2, rlim ~ 26, grizy)
    − Deep           (27 deg2,    rlim ~ 27, grizy+3NBs)
    − Ultra-Deep   (3.5 deg2,   rlim ~ 28, grizy+3NBs)



The power of HSC survey

all members 
(>0.2L*) out
to z~1.1!

SDSS

DES SV (Rykoff et al.)

HSC Wide



CAMIRA HSC cluster catalogue

• clusters from 
   internal release 
   of HSC data
   (S16A) covering
   ~232 deg2 

 

Oguri et al.,  in prep.



• ~2000 clusters with N>15 at 0.1<zcl<1.1
• N=15 → M~1014Msun/h

CAMIRA HSC cluster catalogue
Oguri et al.,  in prep.



Photometric redshift accuracy

• comparison with
   spec-z of BCGs

• accurate photo-z 
   (scatter ≲ 0.01 

    for all z) 

Oguri et al.,  in prep.



X-richness correlation

• comparison with X-ray
   clusters from XXL and
   XMM-LSS

• richness correlates well 
   with X-ray properties!

• small intrinsic scatter 
   of 0.12 comparable to 
   SDSS CAMIRA and 
   redMaPPer results



Mass calibration: stacked lensing

+ +…+

• much higher S/N by
   stacking WL for 
   many clusters 

• accurate average 
   mass profile of 
   a sample of clusters
   (e.g., Oguri & Takada 2011)



HSC stacked weak lensing signals

• photo-z PDF 
   included

• background 
   gal. selection
   for eliminating
   dilution effect

• significant detection even at z~1! 
   → accurate mass calibration



Weak lensing selected clusters
• direct reconstruction of mass distributions 
   with weak lensing is possible (Kaiser & Squires 1993)

• clusters from peaks of mass maps

• totally different from traditional cluster finding
   (no baryon info)



Selection function

• selection function of
   WL-selected cluster
   can be derived 
   easily and accurately

• selection bias, e.g., 
   orientation bias 
    (Hamana, Oguri+ 2012) 
   can also be derived
   accurately 

(assuming HSC-like survey)



Importance of ngal

HSC

DES

• high galaxy number
   density of HSC is 
   crucial for mass-
   selected clusters



WL-selected clusters in HSC

• ~100 mass-selected clusters with S/N>5 from 
   weak lensing of ~200 deg2 HSC Wide images

w/ Satoshi Miyazaki, Takashi Hamana (NAOJ), et al.



WL-selected clusters in HSC

• ~100 mass-selected clusters with S/N>5 from 
   weak lensing of ~200 deg2 HSC Wide images

w/ Satoshi Miyazaki, Takashi Hamana (NAOJ), et al.



HSC (now)

HSC (full area)



Summary
• HSC survey is powerful for cluster studies!  

• optical clusters are identified successfully out
   to z~1.1

• masses of these optical clusters are calibrated 
   using stacked weak lensing

• first large sample of mass-selected clusters 
   from weak lensing maps is being constructed


